Harassment Is Not Part Of A Caregiver’s Job Description
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Nowhere is sexual harassment more of a “touchy” issue than in the patient care arena. Nurses, nurse aids, therapists, and other attendants are in constant contact with non-employees...the patients who are paying for services, visitors of these patients, vendors, and even doctors with admitting rights. Title VII protects caregivers from sexual harassment in the workplace perpetrated by any of these individuals.

Hospitals, doctors’ offices, assisted living facilities, home health agencies, and other patient-care entities are responsible for providing a safe environment for staff, regardless if the person acting inappropriately is another employee or a paying customer. The difficulty patient care facilities face is balancing the protection of employees with the treatment of paying customers.

Paying Customers Do Not Pay For The Right to Harass

In 2009, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) sued Nurse One/Team One, LLC, a home health agency, alleging that the company condoned a sexually-hostile work environment and retaliated against an employee for complaining. The agency received 25 written reports from female certified nursing assistants (CNAs) complaining of sexual harassment by the same client. The agency continued to place female CNAs in the home, instead of taking steps to stop the behavior. When one CNA warned a new CNA about the client and the client found out, the client demanded an apology. The CNA refused, and Nurse One/Team One fired her.

The CNA filed a charge with the EEOC alleging she was terminated in retaliation for complaining of harassment. The EEOC agreed and sued Nurse One/Team One, arguing that the company was aware of the client’s behavior yet continued to mistreat the female CNAs by sending them to the client’s house and not dealing with the client’s behavior. The EEOC summed up the crux of the case, releasing the following statement: “There is no excuse for knowingly and repeatedly subjecting female employees to a sexually hostile and abusive work environment.” The case ultimately settled, but serves as a reminder that a patient care entity cannot ignore sexual harassment by paying customers.
Harassment By Patients Is Not Just A Clinical Issue

Patients are a unique group as they may be in pain, under medication, or have illnesses such as dementia that make them unable to understand that their actions are inappropriate. While there is no way to prevent all inappropriate conduct, as no one knows what a particular patient is capable of doing, the duty to protect employees still exists. Arguments that employees understand the types of risks involved in the job have no merit unless the patient care entity has proper procedures in place.

In an older case, *Turnbull v. Topeka State Hospital*, a female staff psychologist who worked at a state hospital serving mentally ill adolescents was assaulted by a male patient. The doctor sued claiming that she was subject to a sexually-hostile work environment at the hospital. In fact, a majority of adolescent patients acted out in sexually inappropriate manners, yet the hospital offered no training for the female staff on how to handle such incidents. The hospital also had no policy addressing how to report harassment by patients and the hospital’s culture left employees believing they would be considered a trouble-maker for reporting concerns.

These factors were some of the myriad considerations leading the court to uphold a jury decision that a sexually hostile work environment existed. The court noted that the hospital condoned sexual harassment by treating it merely as a clinical issue for patient treatment, and not protecting its employees.

Steps A Patient Care Entity Should Take

It’s impossible to force patients or other non-employee third parties to treat employees in a harassment-free manner at all times. But as both cases above illustrate, once aware of the harassment, a patient care entity is liable if the conduct continues and no action is taken. With this in mind, the following steps should be put in place:

1. Have a policy and procedure specifically addressing sexual harassment by third parties and patients. The policy should address how employees can complain, and employees should understand that they will not lose their jobs if they complain about a paying customer.

2. Provide training on how an employee should react if sexually harassed. Some situations come with the caregiver territory, as caregivers routinely see patients without clothes on and in a medicated stated. Provide staff with the tools to properly handle uncomfortable situations. Training caregivers on how to properly handle harassing comments or situations may stop further harassment by a patient or third party, and may limit harassment complaints by caregivers.

3. If an employee alleges harassment by a patient, investigate and take affirmative steps to end the harassment. Make sure that such complaints are treated seriously and that employees feel supported. Affirmative steps may include removing a caregiver from treating a patient, or requiring two caregivers to handle a patient so that no one caregiver is alone with the offending patient. While
these steps may sound difficult to execute, they are easier and cheaper than the alternative, a lawsuit.

Remember, the fact that the harassment occurs at the hand of a patient or other third party does not absolve an employer from protecting its employees. The best defense for these situations is having a good offense.